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The ICE East Midlands 
Merit Awards is an annual 
celebration of civil engineering 
excellence in the region
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ICE East Midlands Merit Awards 2018
The ICE East Midlands Merit Awards (EMMAs) provide an opportunity for civil engineers in the region to 
celebrate all aspects of their achievements whether related to projects or people.

Winners will be announced at the ICE East Midlands Gala Dinner on Friday 8 June 2018 during an awards 
ceremony. ICE’s President will present the awards and certificates on the evening.

The awards will be presented to the submitting organisation and other partners (commissioning authority, 
designer, contractor or research establishment as appropriate).

This pack gives full details of the 2018 awards. Categories this year include Small Project (up to £750K), Medium 
Project (between £750K and £10M), Large Project (greater than £10M), Team Achievement and Studies & 
Research.

To register your intention to participate in this year’s awards, please complete and return the expression of 
interest form to us no later than Friday 19 January 2018.

Completed entry forms and submissions should reach us by mid-day on Friday 23 February 2018. 

Please send all correspondence and enquiries to:

Institution of Civil Engineers

e: ice.eastmidlands@ice.org.uk

t: 0115 823 2655

Twitter: @ICE_EastMids

Rules of entry
(Please note the rules and submission criteria may change. You are strongly advised to check with the 
Regional Support Team that you are in possession of the correct rules and criteria before submission.)

Entries

The awards are a celebration of civil engineering in the region and all award entries must therefore clearly be 
civil engineering in their nature. Examples of civil engineering in this context could be:

•	 Highway construction:

o Roadway (not traffic management by layout)

o Structures

o Innovative use of materials, processes and practices

•	 Permanent way infrastructure:

o Railway track (not management by signalling)

o Structures

o Innovative use of materials, processes and practices

•	 Structures (including buildings, bridges and gantries),

•	 Water & Energy supply and management infrastructure:

•	 Ground working (stabilisation works, foundations and tunnelling)
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Award entries must conform to the rules of entry set out in this pack. 

Any civil engineering project, study & research paper or team activity may be entered for an award category, 
provided that: 

• In the Small, Medium and Large project categories, the project MUST be located within the ICE East Midlands 
geographical region (Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Northamptonshire, Nottinghamshire and 
Rutland) 

• In the Team Achievement category, the lead partner and/or majority of the project team must be based in 
the East Midlands. It should be absolutely clear that these team members have been instrumental in the 
successful delivery of the project 

• In the Studies & Research category, the lead partner and/or majority of the team must be based in the East 
Midlands. It should be absolutely clear that these team members have been instrumental in the project/
research or study 

• Projects submitted into the awards must have been substantially completed during the 2016 calendar year. 
The submitting organisation should decide in which year the project has made the most significant impact 
and enter accordingly

• In the case of longer-term projects (stretching over more than one calendar year), it may be appropriate to 
enter a stand-alone element of a project into an appropriate category in different award sessions 

• (e.g. In  2011 the A46 Bingham Railway Bridge was highly commended in the Team Achievement category 
and the following year the A46 Newark-Widmerpool improvement scheme won the merit award in the 
Large project category

The submission must include all of the following (failure to include any element may result in disqualification): 

• A completed entry form within which all involved parties are listed, with their role/s specified 

• One electronic copy of the submission – not more than 1,500 words (excluding the executive summary) 
presented in pdf format, including copy text, photographs and images/drawings totalling no more than 
10Mb in size where possible. Please contact ICE East Midlands for further guidance.  All pages should be 
suitable for printing in A4 format

• Payment of the entry fee of £100 + VAT to be made at same time of submission -
Pyament link to be confirmed

• The submission should set out the conception, realisation and execution of the project with particular 
emphasis on the points included in the judging criteria (outlined on the next page) 

• A 100 word executive summary of the entry. This is intended to highlight key aspects of the submission 
and areas of excellence including any special features. The executive summary wording will be used in 
promotion of the entry in the regional newsletter, awards booklet and other publicity materials 

• Evidence of prior written approval to the entry by all involved parties must be included in the folder. It 
is assumed that this approval covers all subsequent publicity and promotion of the East Midlands Merit 
Awards (EMMAs) by ICE East Midlands for presentation and media purposes 

• Logos of each of the named partners in the project must also be provided – files must be in JPEG format 

• Photographs illustrating the project. Images should be of high-resolution (minimum of 1MB) JPEG format at 
a resolution of not less than 300dpi (suitable for high quality printing). One of these photographs should be 
highlighted and captioned as the image to be used in any publicity material and for promotion of the entry 
on the PowerPoint presentation at the awards ceremony – for the Studies & Research category, computer 
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generated models may be appropriate

• A maximum of three submissions per category by any single submitting organisation is allowed

• Each submission can only be entered into one category. 

• Paper submissions (in whole or part) will not be accepted. Entries should be submitted in the format detailed 
within the rules of entry above, without exception. 

Additional supporting material may be included, but should be concise and clearly referenced within the Entry 
Submission (i.e. using page/diagram/figure details) otherwise it will be disregarded by the judges.  Electronic 
visualisations may be included to emphasise or explain a particular part of the design or process, but will not 
form part of the judging process.

There is no shortlisting process – all submitted entries will be considered and the winning entries announced at 
the awards ceremony – no announcements will be made in advance. 

The judges can only act on the information provided in the submission. No prior knowledge can be assumed by 
submitting organisations. 

ICE East Midlands reserves the right to edit any copy submitted due to editorial constraints in our publications/
press releases. ICE East Midlands also reserves the right to use images submitted in any future publications, 
news items and promotional materials as appropriate. 

It is the entrant’s responsibility to determine which category an entry is eligible for. If the judges decide that 
a submission is inappropriate or incorrect for the category they reserve the right to reject the submission. The 
judges will decide whether entries are worthy of a merit award, highly commended or commended level in each 
category. 

The judges’ decision will be absolutely final and binding on all entrants and no discussions or correspondence 
relating to any of the judges’ decisions will be entered into. Judges, at their discretion, may make more than one 
award for each category, but they also reserve the right to withhold from making an award if the submission is 
not of the required quality.  

Categories and judging
Categories

Small project category (up to £750,000)

Medium project category (£750,000-£10million)

Large project category (greater than £10million)

Team Achievement category

Nominations are invited from teams working in operations, construction, design (or any combination) involving 
the delivery of civil engineering related practice, and which has demonstrated a significant contribution to 
society. A clear demonstration of team working must be made clear in any submission highlighting the successes 
of the team.

Studies & Research category

The Studies & Research category celebrates conceptual ideas developed through study and research incorporated 
into practical solutions and recommendations.

Judging Criteria

Judges will consider the entry submission against the following criteria, so entrants are advised to sub-divide 
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their submission and provide evidence accordingly. It should be noted that the submission should not be 
presented in a series of sub-headings relating to the sections below, but as a cohesive readable document.

Quality and clarity of submission

Has the submission been presented in accordance with the competition requirements, is it a cohesive 
document and is it professionally presented?

Innovation

Has the client/researcher engaged with an innovative proposal and encouraged innovative behaviours? 
Has the designer employed innovative design solutions and techniques? 
Has the executor (usually constructor) sought innovative approaches to the execution? 
Do any of the above contribute to our improvement of the Civil Engineering fund of knowledge?
Use of new technologies, new construction or installation techniques, products and service improvements?
What was the process for continuing to strive to improve?

Sustainability

Has the client sought a sustainable outcome and required sustainable implementation of the project/team 
working? 
Has the designer developed the design with sustainable solutions? 
Has the executor managed his execution in a sustainable manner?

Planning and communication

Have the considerations/issues of stakeholders been addressed and how have they been incorporated into the 
project?
What was the desired outcome and how was this is planned, communicated and achieved?
When conflict occurred, how was this managed successfully?

Safety (excluding Studies & Research)

How has the executor demonstrated adherence to CDM in its practices?
Is there evidence of Occupational Health planning for the workforce? 

Project management and procurement

What contribution does the project/research/team make to advancing excellence in construction? 
How has the client engaged the team and what leadership is it demonstrating? 
Have there been particular issues in respect of bringing the project/research/team working as far as execution 
and how have they been overcome? 
How did the executor manage its supply chain?

Application of engineering principles and judgement (excluding Team Achievement)

Was the design/research complex in its output and derivation? 
Was the execution of the project/research complex in its technical requirements?

Whole project impact

Does the project/research/team working have the ‘wow factor’ that sets it out as an exemplar to the industry 
and promotes our profession to the public?
Is there clear societal benefit from the work undertaken that sets it out as an exemplar to the industry and 
promotes our profession to the public?

Resource management

How did the leader manage the team and ensure that the right people are in the right place?
How were the team skills developed, how did the team integrate to work together and then maintain its 
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motivation to deliver?
Has the team assembled mutually supportive and complementary skills? 
Has the team brought efficiency and effectiveness to the task in hand? 
Has the team operated in an integrated and enthusiastic manner to deliver a high quality result? 
Is it apparent that team members have adopted a positive team working ethos?

Use of ICE award logo
Merit Award winners and commended entrants are entitled to use ICE’s award logo in publicity. Files and 
branding guidelines will be supplied on request following the awards ceremony.

2017 EMMAs recipients and commendations
Details of the 2017 Merit Award winners, high commended and commended projects can be found on:

https://www.ice.org.uk/about-ice/near-you/uk/east-midlands/awards/merit-awards 
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